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Although newspapers often neglect to mention the architects of major projects, and develop-

ers insist designers focus oh tlie bottom line, museum boards ihcreasihgly pin hopes for future

success on superstar arcliitects, assuming that fame will attract contributions and crowds.

Ih fact, the last few months have seen a veritable parade of biglname architects tromping

through town for the benefit of the design press. O«icers and trustees of The Museum of Art,

Houston, have shown, with the Spanish architect Rafael Moneo, plans for a 192,447-squarel

foot, $115 million expansion currently under construction across the road from buildings they

have now. Museum officials from Milwaukee have come to Mahhattah with Moheo's country-

man, Santiago Calatrava, to discuss the first building he will complete in this country-a $50

million, 125,000-square-foot addition with a huge parabolic reception hall and a pedestrian

bridge to connect the existing museum campus, oh the shores of Lake Michigan, with down-

town Milwaukee.  And a group from the Contemporary Arts Center in Cincinnati transported

architect Zaha Hadid here from London to reveal preliminary designs for her 11,Ooolsquare-

foot, five-story, downtown Cincinnati exhibition space, catercorner to a three-year-old perl

forming arts center designed by Cesar Pelli. The dramatic new $27.5 million project with a

theater, cafe, education area, and 74,000 square feet of galleries will be the Hadid's first

building in North America.

Closer to home, Skidmore College o«icials unveiled plans for the new $10 million, 34,000-

square-foot interdisciplinary Tang Teaching Museum and Art Gallery oh their campus in

Saratoga, New York. The scheme, by Ahtoine Predock of New Mexico, will be his first major

commission in the eastern United StatesE And in November, the Guggenheim Museum

announced intentions to build a Frank Gehryldesigned branch on Pier 40 in Manhattan, just

west of Houston StreetE Studies predict the project-currently stalled by conflicts with plans for

Hudson River Park-would generate $1 billion in tax revenues, tourism, and job growth during

the first two years of operation.

The Guggehlieim Bilbao proved that architecture can make the essential di«erence in the

bottom lines of both a museum and a city. Last year it attracted more than 1.4 million visitors

and many millions of pesetas to the Basque city. But its success may be the exception that

proves the rule. While the enthusiasm museums bring to the art of building is admirable, the

expectations associated with high-profile projects may be unrealistic. Instead of encouraging

otller types of institutions to invest in ambitious architecture-the way schools, businesses,

landlords, and even department stores routinely did a hundred years ago-expecting magic

from buildings could backfire now the way it did at Pruitt-lgoe.
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Amon Carter Museum expansion,
Fort Worth, Texas,

Philip ]olmson/Alan Ritchie A].chitects

with Cartel- & Burgess

AmorL Carter 1\fusoum expansion,

Fort Worth, Tlexas,

Phthp Johnson/Aidm Ritchie Af chilects

with Carter & Burgess

Science City at Union Station,

Kansas City,  Missouri,

Ehaen,krant,z Ecketwl & Kuhn

Scie'nce City at Union Station,

Kansas City, Missowi,

Ehaenhi.antz Eckstut & Kulm

Fresno Metrapotitan Muse'irm,

Ehae:nhramtz Ecketwt & Kulm
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Building for the Arts

dy Nina REppaport

New York architects

continue to profit
from the building
boom of museums

and other cultural facilities . . .

I  Philip Johnson/Alan Ritchie

Architects is planning an addi-
tion tojohnson's 1961 Anon
Carter Museum in Fort
Worth, Texas. With Carter &
Burgess of Fort Worth, the
architects will triple the
square footage of the gal-
leries-from 9,000 to more
than 27,000 square feet-and
create a new indoor public
space. The two-story atrium,
topped by a low, sweeping
dome, will link street-level
rooms to the upper level of a
new brown-granite building
replacing the rear of the orig-
inal structure. A paper con-
servation lab,170-seat audito-
rium, improved library facili-
ties, and larger retail spaces
will also be added.

I A museum in Kansas City's
historic railroad terminal-
Science City at Union Station,
by Ehrehkrantz Eckstut &

Kuhr-will be completed later
this year. The $50 million,
250,000-square-foot interac-
tive science museum will offer
an ``immersion experience"
intended to stimulate interest
in science through a variety
of exhibits, "discovery labs,"
and programs. There will also
be a stateof-the-art planetari-
um. This museum reinforces
the mixed-use nature of the
50-acre, $234 million Union
Station project, which min-

gles retail and entertainment
facilities with commuter- and
Amtrak rail service.
Ehrenkrantz Eckstut fe Kuhn
will also supervise facade and
interior renovations for the
reuse of the Classical 1914
Beaux Arts station designed
by]arvis Hunt of Chicago.
With Grand Boulevard
improvements and a new
light rail system, the centrally

located complex will become
the hub of a new intermodal
transit facility.

I For the Fresno Metropol-
itan Museum, Ehrenkrantz
Eckstut & Kuhn is working on a
master plan that will organize
the historic, arcaded Bee
Building  (along with several
adjacent structures of varving
vintage and pedigree) into a
``cultural campus. " Phased

renovation and expansion of

galleries-as well as a new
lobby, vertical circulation
system, and entertainment,
education, and special event
facilities-are intended to
make the Met into the center-

piece of the California city's
revitalized Uptown district.

I The Paleontological Re-
search Institution has selected
Weiss/Manlredi Architects to

work with exhibition design-
ers Douglas/Gallagher on the
Museum of the Earth in
Ithaca, New York. The muse-
um, which will open in two

years on the city's West Hill,
will tell the planet's story
using the institution's mil-
lions of fossils and shells, and
the geological and biological
records of New York State.

I For the former site of the
Music Hall and Coliseum in
Houston, Robert A.M. Stern
Architects and Morris Architects

of Houston are designing the
Hobby Center for the
Performing Arts. A 2,650-seat
main hall, a 500-seat multi-

purpose proscenium theater,
3,800 square feet of rehearsal
space, and a performing arts
school are planned for the
$85 million complex. The
architects' scheme features a

glass facade 60 feet high, a
dramatic copperLcolored roof,
and a terrace that will be
accessible to patrons from the
lobby, piano bar, and 200-seat
restaurant. Interiors of the

project, especially the
`Theater Under the Stars,"

will recall Broadway theaters.

I Carnegie Hall president
Isaac Stern announced in

January that the building's
cinema-hidden for decades
in its basement-will be
demolished for a 640-seat per-
formance space designed by
the Polshek Partnership. The
versatile auditorium for "new
music" concerts and educa-
tional programs, which will
be located directly under the
orchestra hall, will be named
to honorjudith Arron, the
late executive director who
conceived the idea. A flat
floor will rise on elevators to
become a traditional raked
theater, or a theater-in-the-
round. Permanent balcony
seating for 140 concertgoers
will surround the 5,200-
square-foot underground
space, which was built in 1891
as a 1,200-seat recital hall.

Intended to create a techni-
cally sophisticated contempo-
rary space that has an identity
of its own  (but is still unam-
biguously a part of Carnegie
Hall) , the architects' plan is a
rectangle within an ellipse.
Four canted walls, floating
within the ellipse, will define
the space without completely
enclosing it. The ellipse will
appear structurally detached
since it will penetrate the
mezzanine, creating visual
connections between levels,
and its form  will become per-
ceptible as one moves around
the hall. From the seats, the
curved walls will be visible
through cutouts.

The new space will have a
separate lobby, marquee, and
box office on Seventh
Avenue, around the corner
from the entrances to the
2,804-seat main Carnegie Hall
and the 268-seat Weill Recital
Hall, which Polshek renovat-
ed in 1987 and 1991 respec-
tively, as part of a  1978 mas-
ter plan. Completion of the
$50 million project is expect-
ed in 2001.



I The Polshek Partnership is
also renovating Symphony
Space at 95th Street and
Broadway and the new flexi-
ble presentation theater in
the old Thalia Theater
between 95th and West End
Avenue. The new facades,
interior redesigns, and
mechanical upgrades were
made possible by the sale of
the theater's air rights to
Related Properties, for a resi-
dential tower with retail space
on Broadway at 94th Street
that is being designed by
Costas Kondylis.

I There will be another com-
mission at Two Columbus
Circle-if the city finally
decides to sell the Gallery of
Modern Art that Edward
Durrell Stone designed and
Huntington Hartford built in
1965 for a nowLdefunct muse-
urn. Only one of the six bid-
ders is willing to restore the
building, which recently
housed offices for the City
Department of Cultural
Affairs. This bidder is the
Dahesh Museum-miracu-
1ouslyjust the right size to fit
into the narrow, convex,12-
story tower. And the Dahesh
specializes in nineteenth- and
twentieth{entury European
academic painting, so it
would even revive the build-
ing's original purpose, show-
ing figurative art at a time
when abstraction constituted
the mainstream. The
Alexander and Louisa Calder
Foundation appears to be the
only other bidder interested
in using the structure for gal-
1eries, but that foundation
would reclad the perforated
white-marble exterior, which
more and more New Yorkers
seem to like every day.

I The architect-selection
committee for the newjack S.
Blanton Museum of Art at
The University of Texas at
Austin (formerly the Archer
M. Huntington Art Gallery)

has recommended Herzog &
de Meuron of Basel, Switzer-
land, as design architect in
collaboration with Booziotis &
Company of Dallas. Two semi-
finalists were also chosen
from among 61 firms which
responded to inquiries: Steven
Holl Architects of New York

and Antoine Predock Architect

of New Mexico. The muse-
um's 100,000 square feet of

galleries, classrooms, con-
servation labs, and storage
rooms will be located at one
of the main entrances to the
UT campus. The opening is
scheduled for 2002.

I Terence Riley, the curator of
architecture and design at the
Museum of Modern Art, is a
member of the architect-
selection committee for a new
building to house the Forum
for Contemporary Art in St.
Louis, Missouri. None of the
semifinalists chosen from
among more than forty firms
are New Yorkers. The eight
semifinalists are: William P.

Bruder of Arizona; Brad
Cloeplil, Allied Works Archi-
tecture, Oregon; Carlos
Ferrater of Spain; Enrique
Norten, TEN Arquitectos,
Mexico;  Elva Rubio and Philip

Durham, Rubio/Durham
Architects, Missouri; and
Annette Gigoh and Mike Guyer

of Gigon/Guyer, Jacques
Herzog and Pierre de Meuron

of Herzog fe de Meuron, and
Peter Zumthor of Atelier
Zumthor, all of Switzerland.

The Museum as
Urban Instigator

JEL
jury meets in

New York this
month to select
five firms to par-

ticipate in an international
competition sponsored trien-
nially by the Canadian Centre
for Architecture. The contest
fosters innovative designs for
a key area in a specific city.
This year's $100,000 prize will
be awarded to a scheme sited
at the tangle of Manhattan

ON  THE  DIIAWINO  BOARDS

rail yards and transportation
networks between 30th and
34th streets, from Eighth
Avenue to the Hudson RIver.
The jury includes chairper-
son Phyllis Lambert, founding
director and chair of the
CCA; jury director Ralph
Lerner, dean of the School of
Architecture at Princeton;
architects Elizabeth Diller of

Diller + Scofidio, Frank Gehry,
Arata lsozaki and Rafael Moneo;

Charles A. Gargano, chairman
and commissioner of the
Empire State Development
Corporation; dean Gary Hack
of the Graduate School of
Fine Arts at the University of
Pennsylvania; and Joseph a.
Rose, chairman of the NYC
Planning Commission.
Projects will be judged in

July-then exhibited in New
York and published. Visit the
website www.cca.qc.ca. for
additional information.

Getting to the Arts
while plans to replace
Pennsylvania Station proceed
slowly, Hel[muth Obata &

Kassabaum has begun a reno-
vation to prepare the station
for Amtrak's Northeast
Corridor high-speed rail ser-
vice, which begins next year.
The redesign will create a
streamlined flow of pedestri-
an traffic and provide new
escalators from the platforms
to larger, comfortable waiting
areas equipped with tele-

phones and fax machines.
Scheduled improvements
include a taxi stand, new
store fronts, improved sig-
nage, and softer overhead
lighting. HOK/NY has
already begun to upgrade
backoffice, life safety, and
support facilities. Stations
throughout the northeast are
being renovated to accommo-
date the new service.
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IN  THE  STREETSCAPE

East-to-west cross section Of

the Rose Center for Earl,h and Space,

American Museum Of Nat,un.al History,

Poishek Parinei.slrip
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Eclipse on 81st Street?
by Gavin Keeney

Neighbors who
protested the
American
Museum of

Natural History's plans
to demolish Hayden
Planetarium were right about
one thing. The streetscape is
certainly changing. A magi-
cal, eclipse-themed garden by
one of the world's most
inventive landscape architects
will soon replace the
Museum's bland backyard
along West 81st Street. And
although the museum razed
its 1936 planetarium, frag-
ments of the beloved historic
space will be preserved in
Polshek and Partners' dazzling

new high-tech, interactive
exhibition halls.

The new Hayden Plane-
tarium, sited exactly as its

predecessor was, will be
housed in a 90-foot-diameter
sphere encased in a monu-
mental glass box. Program-
matically, the planetarium
will act as an entrance hall
for the north end of the
Museum, with the adjoining
sequence of new galleries
leading to the older, anthro-

pological collections. The
1871  Calvert Vaux courtyard

plan for the Museum is
acknowledged, in passing,
with a garden-terrace adja-
cent to the planetarium. The
terrace will be located atop a
three-level parking garage at
the north end of the site.

In developing the con-
cept for the new construc-
tion, project architect Todd
Schliemann evaluated plane-
tariums such as the Buell in
Pittsburgh, the Adler in
Chicago, and the Griffith in
Los Angeles. The new

Hayden, which is scheduled
to open in 2000, is intended
to trump them all. The tech-
nological wizardry of the
sphere-in-a-glass-box composi-
tion is based  (in part)  on a
scheme by Peter Rice and
Hugh Dutton for the La
Villette science museum in
Paris. The curtain wall at the
Hayden is made of clear,
water-glass panels.  It is single-

glazed  (to heighten trans-
parency)  and pinned to rods
attached to the roof. The
designers limited structural
members to obstruct only
about nine percent of the
surface, in order to further
maximize the view into the
box. Inside, the sphere, with
a surface area of 26,000
square feet, is clad in perfo-
rated, double-curved metal

plates with fiverdegree longi-
tudinal and latitudinal lines
expressed byjoints. Both
sphere and box will be subtly
illuminated, with modula-
tions of color and intensity

producing atmospheric
effects.

In section, the planetari-
urn resembles fitienne
Boullee's cenotaph for Isaac
Newton. The main event will
be the Sky Theater, located in
the upper portion of the
sphere. The space is sur-
rounded by suspended orbs
representing the relative sizes
of atomic, planetary, and stel-
lar systems. The Sky Theater
is animated by a $3.5 million
specially-modified Zeiss Mark
VIII computerized projection
system  (it pops out of the
floor)  and a surround-sound
audio program with rumblers
in the bases of the 440 seats.
The lower, concave portion
of the sphere will contain the
Big Bang Theater. From a
surrounding platform, the-
atergoers will experience a
dramatic, multisensory re-cre-
ation of the first moments of
the universe. Kaboom! ! !

The new complex, to be
known as the Frederick

Phineas and Sandra Priest
Rose Center for Earth and
Space, will be packed with
30,000 square feet of exhibits
by Ralph Appelbaum Associates

of New York. The firm was
responsible for the Hall of
the Universe, the Cosmic
Pathway, the Hall of the
Planet Earth, with its bizarre
natural wonders such as a
several-ton meteor and a
black smoker (a hydrother-
mal vent from the bottom of
the Pacific Ocean) .

The Eclipse Garden

Judges of a limited

design competition
held in 1997 for the
Museum's terrace

selected landscape architect
Kathryn Gustafson's Eclipse

Garden, which was inspired
by the planetarium's impos-
ing sphere. Gustafson is an
American-born, French-
trained landscape architect-
a graduate of the Ecole
Nationale Superieure du
Paysage in Versailles-who
maintains offices on Vashon
Island near Seattle, in
London, and in Paris.

At a recent talk for the
New York Botanic Garden
Landscape Design Lecture
Series, she explained that she
construed the new sphere as
a lunar orb projecting its
"shadow" onto the plaza to

the west. Her design is an
"eclipse garden" with inter-

stellar phenomena. Fountains
will depict meteor showers.
The well-known constellation
Orion will be pickedout in
sparkling lights.

The garden is, by necessi-

ty, a multipurpose terrace
intended to provide flexible
space for social events.
Gustafson integrated changes
in surrounding grade by cant-
ing the central black-granite

panel to the east (toward the
planetarium)  and by folding
two lateral, triangular, rein-
forced-grass panels upward
and downward to meet the



surrounding deck. These
canted surfaces eliminate the
need for steps, stairs, or
ramps and give the garden a
sculptured edge.

An eclipse, of course,
throws a shadow on the sur-
face of the Earth-r blocks
the light of the sun, revealing
celestial bodies normally
obscured during daylight
hours. Gustafson's Eclipse
Garden is both an education-
al device and an etude dis-
tinct from the rational, scien-
tific program of the Museum.
An elevated dining platform
to the west of the garden will
be the principal public place
for viewing the garden and
illuminated glass box. A series
of informal open-air "class-
rooms" at the north edge of
the terrace will be located
beneath a double row of trees
with golden leaves. These
areas will be separated from
the main terrace by a low,
faceted seating wall inscribed
on its surface with yet-to-be-
determined astronomical
data or the names of scientif-
ic luminaries.

The new planetarium and

garden are going to change
the streetscape for the better.
They could even become
symbols of New York sophisti-
cation as iconic as the spec-
tral Temple of Dendur at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art
or the backyard of the New
York Public Library, Bryant
Park.

Architects in
Soho Galleries

JL
rtists are not the
only ones filling

galleries with
architectural sub-

ject matter these days. ch
installation called  717-rcz72fa, at

Deitch Projects on Grand
Street, gave gallerygoers a
chance to snuggle up in steel
cocoons. LOT/EK Architecture

sliced an old petroleum
tanker like a salami, lined the
sections with foanl rubber tub-

ing, and installed a color tele-
vision and TV remote{ontrol
in each. The sections, present-
ed as makeshift multimedia
lounge{hairs, were realigned
like a sliced loaf of bread 35
feet long, filling the mysteri-
ous, darkened gallery. The
side wall of the room dis-

played r/V-L3.£gr-illuminated,
computer-generated images of
the project. LOT/EK partners
Ada Tolla and Giuseppe Lignano,

who worked with Henry Urbach
Architecture on this show,
studied architecture at the
University of Naples. The pair
came to New York to do grad-
uate work at Columbia
University in 1989 and now

practice in the Meatpacking
District.

I Around the corner, at
Artists Space, on Greene
Street, there was another sen-
suous environment on view
during November and
December. Designed by Craig
Konyk, A Pclde Sops Pke7te allowed

visitors to sink into an aqua-
colored carpet of square foam
tiles. The plane, which was tilt-
ed, was made from Pudgee, a

pressure-sensitive, viscoelastic
gel foam with a memory. Like
dough, it recorded three-
dimensional footprints of
visitors-r other bodily
impressions, like finger
marks-for about a minute.
Pudgee was developed for
NASA by Dynamic Systems,
but Konyk's design seemed
more happy-heavenly than
space-age.

I On December 12, the 220
Mi,mute Museum, "a tiimed
sequence of 11 different virtu-
al museums" developed in
Hani Rashid's Paperless Studio at

Columbia University, was
shown at StoreFront for Art
and Architecture, on
Kenmare Street. Images
exploring the viability of the
museum as a digital environ-
ment with VRML-Virtual
Reality Modeling Language-
were projected onto six large,

lN  THE  GALLERIES

movable fabric scrims which
were hinged to the gallery's
facade. The sequence was

projected first with the cut-
out-wall  (designed earlier by
Steven Holl and Vito
Acconci)  closed and then
with it open so the virtual
museums could be glimpsed
in the cityscape. Inside
StoreFront, ballasts allowed
visitors to control their tours
along a row of scrims, which

grew longer and narrower
towards the gallery's narrow
end and would swing in
response to the model pro-

jected. Students responsible
for the models were: Stephen
Luk, Ryan Hullinger, Kak Lai,

Benajmih Aranda, Beril

Guvendik, Lukas Huggenberger,

Benjamin Pollard, Daniel Yang,

Philippe Waelle, Yanni

Kaklamanis, and Quang Su.

I Last month, Rashid and his

partner at Asymptote, Liseanne
Couture, showed their prelimi-
mary sketches of the
Guggenheim Museum's

gallery of digital art  (oCuLUS,
November 1998, p. 4)  at
Fredrieke Taylor/TZ'ART on
Broome Street. The images in
"1scapes  1.0" appeared on 24

flat-screen montiors housed
in a transparent polygonal
chamber where reflections
through prismatic glass creat-
ed a threerdimensional effect.
A mini-monitor with constant-
1y rotating images and a series
of prints of the sketches were
also included in the show.
This month, from February
11  to March 20, another
exhibiton of Asymptote's
work, entitled "Offsideon,"
will take place at the new
Henry Urbach Architecture

gallery on West 26th Street in
Chelsea.-/.M.
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Are Art and Architecture on the Same Track?
dy Jayne Merkel

11
he reasons that art and architecture operate under dif-
ferent rules and assumptions became clear-ironi-xcal-
ly-at a roundtable discussion about how the two fields
are converging. With the Architectural League and the

New Museum of Contemporary Art, author Carole Rifkind orga-
nized ``Resonance and Reverberation" at the Cooper Union `s
Great Hall in November. The event was held to celebrate the pub-
lication of Rifkind's A F3.e# Choc.de fo  Co7afe77¢o7iclry A773e7'7.ccI7t

A7icfo3.£cctw7ie (Dutton, 374 pages, 8[/4 x 103/4,112 black-and-white

illustrations, cloth, $45.00) .
"My concentration in the book was on mainstream work. But

when I came up for air, I realized that something else important
was happening," Rifkind said. `The boundaries between the disci-

plines-supposedly diverging since the eighteenth century-now
seem to be blurring and even overlapping each other. It's true
that there have been other episodes in the twentieth century in
which art and architecture moved togetherutne thinks of the
Russian Constructivists, De Stijl, Expressionism, the Bauhaus, Le
Corbusier-but those chapters are now almost ancient history."

`The current tendencies owe a great debt to the late 60s, to

such pioneers as Grordon Matta-Clark, Donald judd, James
Turrell, Robert Irwin, Robert Smithson, Richard Serra, Robert
Venturi, James Wines, Frank Gehry, Peter Eisenman, Allan
Kaprow,Joseph Beuys, andjohn Hedjuk. But there has been a
remarkable acceleration since the late 80s," Rifkind explained.
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"Not only has the engagement between the disciplines been more

active, it has become vivacious, daring, and broadly diffused."
To prove her point, she flashed slides of work that illustrated

the trend. Siah Armajani, David Hammons, Repo History, the
Acconci Studio, Dzin Graham, Connie Beckley, Donna Dennis,

janes Casebere, Rachel Whiteread, and Silvia Kolbowski were
among the artists. Riflcind showed architects and designers: Mark
Robbins, Stanley Saltowitz, Kennedy fe Violich, ROTo Architects,
Samuel Mockbee, Kuth and Ranieri, Office d'A, and New Yorkers
Allan Wexler (see p.17) , Kevin Walz, Deamer + Phillips, Stan
Allen, and Bernard Tschumi.

A group of artists and architects then discussed what their
work has in common (and what it does not) . Vito Acconci, an artist
who became known in the early 1970s for using his own body in
his art, spoke first. He colorfully summarized his early career,
when the work moved off the page and onto the street: He fo1-
lowed people around. Then came the days when he would "apply
some physical stress" to his body, followed by years when he creat-
ed installations with furniture which became "a kind of self€rect-
ing architecture." If the viewer "sat down on a swing, panels would
rise to become an instant house." He remains interested in archi-
tectural subjects and now operates a studio, staffed with architects,
doing public art projects.

Acconci doesn't think these projects are architecture, though
he is beginning to think: ``If you're going to do something on the
street, maybe you should follow the rules of architecture." Silvia
Kolbowski made the same point. She noted that art and architec-



Cure have ``a shared heritage in the apprenticeship system of the
medieval guilds, where work was anonymous. As late as 1456,
innovation was seen as bad," she said. "With the rise of bourgeois
culture, the two disciplines began to diverge. The profession
wanted to develop an image of the architect as a service provider,
whereas the personification of the artist as eccentric has been
safeguarded by the culture." She joked that alienation and eccen-
tricity are not qualities clients seek in architects.

Unlike sculptures, buildings have functions and sites. Also,
"artists are expected to produce unique objects, whereas archi-

tects can show antecedents," Kolbowski noted. She demonstrated
this qualitative gap by quoting RIchard Serra: "If Bilbao is a
sculpture, it's a very traditional sculpture. It has a base, an arma-
ture, and a skin." As she pointed out, "Art is anything I call art-
in the very modern sense that one can cross all boundaries-
while architecture is largely determined by large commercial
developers."

Mark Robbins directs the Wexner Center at the Ohio State
University. His own architectural work consists mostly of art

gallery installations. "In architecture and the applied arts, an
abundance of things work against innovation," he said. ``But in
the context of mass culture, as in Las Vegas, art and architecture

play similar roles." Both serve commerce directly.
`There are a lot of things we don't share," added architect

Peggy Deamer of Deaner + Phillips. ``Architecture is primarily a
service industry," dependent on clients and confined by con-
tracts. Because there are few opportunities for architects to break

out, they ``are left with formal innovation. The idea in architec-
ture is that, if you are more experimental, you are more art-like
and less functional." But compared to art, where the object may
be dispensed-with altogether, architectural invention isn't very
radical. "In art there is the critique of the museum, the gallery
system, the art market. Artists want to break out. What corre-
sponds to that in architecture?"

Architects might question the conventions of architecture,"
said Sheila Kennedy, of Kennedy fe Violich of Boston. She and
her partner are "interested in problems of language, the frame
wall versus the stud wall . . . the influence of history and mod-
ernism . . . especially the rhetoric about materials. Never has
architecture been so bombarded with new materials, and yet
never has there been such dreadful, formulaic consumer archi-
tecture," she said. ``Architecture has its own problems. It doesn't
need to take on art's."

New Museum Senior Curator Dan Cameron believes the
"hybridization" of art and architecture is actually "an idealized

way of thinking about either of them. On the contrary, artists
and architects seem to be defining their territory. Even funda-
mental precepts fluctuate wildly.  [The overlaps] we see mayjust
be grudging acceptance of one's neighbors' rights." Fortunately,
as he pointed out, institutions have proven as malleable as art
itself. "Artists have convinced museums to stay open all night,
host live animals, intercept satellite transmissions, break laws."

Come to think of it, museums seem to be up for anything
architects can dish out, too.



Museums ih Print

illmaE|EEmrmillE
useums are prestigious and continue to attract
attention-witness the incessant construction of
new galleries and the stacks of recent books about
museum architecture. Yet Victoria Newhouse's

rozucI7ds cb Ivtgzt; M:usowow (The Moncelli Press,  1998, 288 pages,

8 I/4 x 10 5/8, 300 illustrations,130 in color, $45) will surely remain

the definitive survey of recent museums in Europe and the
United States for some time, since it includes not onlyjust{om-

pleted museums like RIchard Meier's Getty Center, Daniel
Libeskind'sjewish Museum in Berlin, Steven Holl's RIasma in
Helsinki, and Frank Gehry's Guggenheim Bilbao, but also some

(such the Rafael Moneo addition to the Museum of Fine Arts,
Houston)  that are still under construction.

By contrast, justin Henderson's Mttsou77® A7icfa3.Jecturc (foreword

by Arthur Rosenblatt, Rockport Publishers,1998,192 pages,12 x
87/8, 300 color illustrations, $50)  covers far fewer buildings-his
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27 to her 55, which Newhouse discusses with square footages and
costs. Henderson's sumptuous book, illustrated with large and
lavish photographs, does, however, address more types, such as

James Ingo Freed's U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum in
Washington, D.C.

Henderson is also far more global in his selections. In addi-
tion to the two works by RIchard Legorreta in Mexico, Hender-
son gives three Canadian museums their due. He understands
that Asian countries will soon approach parity with the West in
the construction of new buildings for art and includes]apanese
museums by Tadao Ando and RIsho Kurakawa, and the Whanki
Museum in Seoul by Kyu Sung Woo. But astonishingly, neither
author analyses the work of Fumihiko Maki nor Arata Isozaki,
surely architects who can stand alongside Meier, Moneo, Piano,
and Gehry as consummate masters of the museum enterprise.

Both books provide plans but, sadly, they are cursory, tiny,
and difficult to read. Sections are nonexistent in Henderson's
volume. And while some appear in  rozucb7ids cI Ivtgzt; M:w5ow", they

too suffer from miniaturization, so that comparisons of certain
common lighting and circulation solutions are difficult for the
reader to make. Fortunately, Newhouse pays painstaking attention
to these issues when describing the built works.

Henderson's text, with its descriptive comments, is ajovial and
celebratory supplement to his book's color images. Newhouse, on
the other hand, is analytical and critical. She is particularly opin-
ionated about the subject of museum additions, to which she
devotes a long chapter, "Wings That Don't Fly, and Some That



Do." Each of the four New York art museums, which seem for-
everoccupied with expansion, is scolded for destroying the
integrity of their existing building(s)  and for making a muddle
of circulation. I.M. Pei's extensions and renovations of the
Louvre similarly arouse her ire. One can take issue with her con-
clusions, but must concede that she has done her homework.
The author lays groundwork for her critiques with observations
made from visits to the buildings in question.

Newhouse offers alternatives to expansion. Museums may
freeze their collections or disperse them to be displayed in scat-
tered buildings elsewhere. Or, if an addition is necessary, she
suggests making it work independently of the original structure.
She cites approvingly four "wings that fly": Louis I. Kahn's Yale
University Art Gallery, Stirling and Wilford's extension to the
Stuttgart Staatsgalerie, the Sainsbury Wing by Venturi and Scott
Brown  (the only project by that firm to be discussed) , and
Moneo's Houston project, now under construction. All are per-
ceived as separate entities, with only the most tangential connec-
tions to existing structures. One might also add that they offer
few concessions to the architecture of their mother institutions
and make independent statements inside and out.

Newhouse has visited museums in Europe and the U.S.
which are not generally accessible to the public. Her first chap-
ter is on private museums, which she compares to the ``Cabinets
of Curiosities" of an earlier age. The enviable tour she maps
includes the Museum Insel Hombroich in Dusseldorf by Erwin
Heerich and a private museum in Montana by Emilio Ambasz.

In another chapter, titled `The Museum as Sacred Space,"
she summarizes the oft-told origins of the public museum and
discusses four monumental urban museums of Modern art (in
Helsinki by Holl, in Barcelona by Meier, in San Francisco by
Mario Botta, and in Bregenz by Peter Zumthor) . Chapters on
the single-artist museum and `The Museum as Subject Matter:
Artists' Museums and Their Alternative Spaces" follow. I found
these particularly original and thought~provoking.

Four unexecuted museum projects by Frank Stella were a
surprise to this reader because of their strongly Expressionist
character. After the section on additions, Newhouse concludes
with the museum as entertainment (emphasizing the Centre
Pompidou and the Getty Center)  or as "Environmental Art,"

(where she tackles Peter Eisenman's Wexner Center, Rein
Koolhaas's Kunsthal in Rotterdam, and a trio of museums by
Gehry, including the inevitable Bilbao) . For those counting cita-
tions, Gehry and Piano are the winners.

Newhouse has tried to develop a taxonomy for the various
types of museums (mostly for modern and contemporary art)
that she discusses. While this works well for private and single-
artist museums, several categories overlap and seem rather arbi-
trary. Nevertheless, anyone touring museums of the Western
world must carry Newhouse's paperbound volume with them,
as it is the most complete survey of recent museum architecture
I know.
Helen Sech`ng, a Profasor Of Art History at Smith College, lus witten extensively on

in;usoum arclritectun-e.



Talking about Museum Architecture

Rarely have so many architects been swiped with so few

words. At a panel discussion sponsored by the
Municipal Art Society's Urban Center Books in
November, Victoria Newhouse said most museum addi-

tions either change an institution's personality or desecrate the
original architecture. She then cited, as unfortunate examples,
the Gwathmey/Siegel addition to Wright's Guggenheim, I. M.
Pei's reorganization of the Louvre, Kevin Rochejohn Dinkeloo's

projects at the Met, Richard Gluckman's Carnegie Mellon
Museum, and Yoshio Taniguchi's proposal for MOMA. These
were comments that should have sparked lively debate, but the
four panelists-Philip Johnson, Bernard Tschumi, artist Frank Stella,
and new Whitney Museum of American Art director Maxwell
Anderson-refused to cooperate.

Newhouse, of course, is a respected architectural historian,
editor, and former director of the Architectural History
Foundation. She started work on the topic long before MOMA
began its most recent expansion, and though her husband, S. I.
Newhouse, jr., is a MOMA trustee, she apparently felt little obliga-
tion to support its plan. Johnson too has criticized the approach
that MOMA took in planning the expansion, and Tschumi is a
disappointed finalist in the competition.

The moderator of the discussion organized in celebration of
Newhouse's book,  rozucz7ds cz Ivtgzt; M:w5ou", architecture critic

Suzanne Stephens, tried to advance the author's argument that
museum additions are "wings that don't fly." (Not coincidentally,
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this is also the title of a critical chapter in the book-see review, p.
10.)  Stephens asked Stella what he thought of the Guggenheim
addition, and what role large-scale contemporary art played in
the creation of spaces like ``the 450-foot boat ramp at Bilbao." She

questioned, "Do you go for the warehouse look?"
"I'm not a fan of warehouses, but I think the design of spaces

can be solved," Stella said. He did not agree that big art necessarily
led to big spaces. ``1 haven't seen Bilbao, but Bilbao is a museum in
search of a collection," he said, adding, "It's a matter of luck where
work ends up." Then he defended the Guggenheim addition:
`Tor years they used the best part of the museum for restoration."

`You don't mind the changed circulation?" Stephens asked.

Stella answered: "It's a question of how picky you want to get."
Undaunted, she turned tojohnson. ``Philip, you were there

at the Modern. You came up with a tower, on 54th Street, east of
the garden's travertine windowless facade, aLnd the Museum actu-
ally said, `No."

``1 haven't the slightest idea, since I've forgotten all about it,"

Johnson answered, uncooperatively. "Let's not forget that it was a
lousy building to start with. What difference does it make?"

``1 like it," Stephens replied.  `You'll like this one much bet-

ter,"Johnson said, continuing, ``1 like it because the garden is
restored. I think to shoot for perfection is very difficult. When
it's done, it's not."

So Stephens tried Anderson. Referring to what she called the
"soft and subtle scheme by Richard Gluckman" as compared

with the earlier brazen one by Michael Graves, she asked, "Is this



going to solve all your problems?"
`There is very little architecture that can solve all the prob-

lems. Obviously the pressure will continue since the collection
keeps growing. But I've been in the position for eight weeks. To
make changes in the architecture would be a bit hubristic,"
Anderson said.

Still upbeat and undiscouraged, Stephens turned to question
Tschumi about the MOMA. "Bernard, would you have done bet-
ter?" He said the reason the commission interested him was ``not

just because it was the MOMA, but because, as Philip said, it was
an impossible prograni on an impossible site. We decided not to
worry about the context. We said, ours will be addition 6 or 27, it
doesn't matter. Within that we are going to carve the most extra-
ordinary spaces you can create."

Stephens then gave the author a chance to restate her point.
"I think there are many alternatives to wings," Newhouse said.
`Tor several decades, artists have been searching for alternatives

to the museum. You can have exhibition spaces around the city."
Anderson interjected, ``One reason you can't go all over town

is that most museum budgets are labor costs. You would have to
duplicate security staff, registrars . . ."

`The whole question of art and architecture is shifting under

our feet! "Johnson said as the discussion began to wind down.
"We have to accommodate change and allow for change. It's

good to start small. We should think about expanding competi-
tions," Stephens said, summing up. "Our conclusion has to be
that there is no real solution." -/.M.

Richard Gluckmah at the Architectural League

Richard Gluckman is nothing if not modest. In his early

projects for artists, he describes himself as merely the
"expeditor. " But over the years-building on lessons

from those early dayche has developed into one of
the most original and influential architects of his generation.

As Gluckman explained at the Urban Center in November, he
built houses while a student at Syracuse University, before coming
into contact with "minimalist" art. However, even as a boy, he was
fascinated with the heavy-industrial architecture of the Buffalo
waterfront. And it was only later that he became aware of more-
refined works in his hometown designed by Louis Sullivan, Frank
Lloyd Wright, Eliel Saarinen, and Cordon Bunshaft.

The opportunity to develop a voice of his own came after
college and three years of practice in Boston, when he set up a
design-build firm in New York City, in 1976. He was subsequently
asked to renovate a brownstone for Heiner Friedrich and
Phillippa deMenil, the art collectors who established the Dia
Foundation. Explaining to the audience that the baseboards and
crown moldings on the main floor were not original to the
brownstone, Gluckman said he ``took them off, and artist Dan
Flavin, who had great respect for good architectural detail, creat-
ed new ones with rays of fluorescent light."

Gluckman designed the New York Earth Room  (at 393 West
Broadway) for an installation by Walter de Maria, as well as pro-

jects for Andy Warhol, Cy Twombly, Donaldjudd, Fred
Sandback, Francesco Clemente, Richard Serra, Jenny Holzer,



andjames Turrell. At first, in the 1970s phase Gluckman
described as the expeditor period, he was "by no means collabo-
rating" with artists. Now, he says, "I tell my students  [at Harvard
and Syracuse]  and my staff to take as much as they can from
them-but give credit. "

Though many of those he worked with were called minimal-
ists, the artists didn't like that word any better than Gluckman
does when it is applied to him. `]udd preferred the term
Maximalism," Gluckman remembered. In art, he explained, ``by
the mid-twentieth century, the way-of-seeing had shifted radical-
1y to a concern for the object in-and-of itself. Pigment, canvas,
stone, or metal became the subject. Art was an active presence,
and artists began to engage the space in front of the picture

plane." In fact, Gluckman thinks of himself as a ``maker of
frames," which explains why he finds his work "incomplete until
the  [art]work is in place."

Both for Gluckman and for West Chelsea, the renovation of
a West 22nd Street warehouse for the Dia Foundation in 1987
was a breakthrough. "Reading Reyner Banham helped me
understand the old Buffalo industrial architecture," he said,
remembering its influence. However, the Dia ``style" was also
based on simple common sense. With little money to spend on
renovations, Gluckman used the building as it was. Later, when
the surrounding neighborhood began to supplant Soho as the
center of contemporary art, the raw concrete-and-plaster style

predominated for both galleries and residential lofts.
Gluckman's firm has been commissioned to design more
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than 40 commercial galleries, including the influential Gagosian
Gallery on Wooster Street, the old Mary Boone Gallery in Soho,
and Paula Gooper's space in Chelsea. Each was a different
response to the clients' needs and to the kind of art exhibited,
he said. But bare concrete floors, natural light from skylights,
and glazed garagerdoor facades opening onto the street are typi-
cal. "In the 80s we convinced gallery directors to use pinpoint
lights rather than track lighting," he said. And he has pushed
his consultants as well, working very closely with engineers. He
believes "too many architects abdicate to them."

"We're intuitive designers," Gluckman added, though ``over

time our approach was informed by experience." He remains
concerned with budgets, a philosophy that governed later muse-
ums, even when funds were more generous. Gluckman designed
the Andy Warhol Museum in an historic building in Pittsburgh
where, for a change, he was allowed to do more thanjust interi-
ors. His firm designed a pavilion at the Augustus St. Gaudens
Historic site in rural Cornish, New Hanpshire; the Deutsche
Guggenheim in Berlin on the Unter den Linden; and the subtle
recent addition to the Whitney Museum. He is now at work on a
second, 42,000-square-foot building for Dia on West 22nd Street,
and the new partnership, Gluckman Mayner Architects (established
in 1998) , is designing a small art museum in Brago, Portugal; the
Austin Museum of Art in Texas (oCuLuS, November 1998, p. 4) ;
the Museo Picasso Malaga, on the site of firstrcentury Roman
ruins; and the Mori Museum in Tokyo, atop the 54-story
Roppongi 66 tower, a building with 60,000-square-foot floor



plates designed by Kohn Pedersen Fox.
Clarity, careful detail, and an exacting sense of proportion

make Gluckman Mayner's apparently-raw architecture elegant.
The firm is still doing galleries-neighboring Andrea Rosen and
Luhring Augustine on West 24th Street are the most recent-
and artists' residences, but the architects are now designing
other projects which offer different opportunities for expression.
They are working on the Second Stage Theatre with Rein
Koolhaas (oCuLus, September 1998, pp. 5-6) , and were asked by
Richard Serra to collaborate on a Holocaust Memorial in Berlin.

(This was ``before Peter Eisenman asked Serra to work with him,"
a relationship that later collapsed.)  Gluckman was invited to
work with scenic artist Robert Wilson on a 16-block neighbor-
hood in Pittsburgh, ``using the alley system to turn the theaters
inside out and to identify a district." The firm has undertaken a
Methodist church for an Hispanic group in the Bronx and sever-
al boutiques, including Helmut Lang in Soho (ocuLus, January
1999, p. 29), the new Versace store on Madison Avenue in
Manhattan, and another for Versace in South Beach (Miami) ,
where one fa€ade is of solid masonry and the other is a vitrine of
dichroic glass that becomes opaque for five minutes each hour.

Daniel Libeskind at the League

Presenting the four buildings he has been commis-

sioned to design, Daniel Libeskind, who turns 53 this

year, demonstrated an almost-annoying self{onfi-
dence at odds with his bovish manner and soft-spo-

ken, accented English. The earliest of these projects, although he
discussed it last, was thejewish Museum in Berlin, which appar-
ently sprung full-blown from the head of a then-young architect,
but was based on theoretical projects he had been working on
for decades. It has been underway for ten years. The three others
were also European museums won in international competitions.
None of the buildings had yet opened to the public.

Libeskind has been dealing with poignant material. He
began by describing his museum in Osnabrtick-a memorial to
the Jewish painter Felix Nussbaum, who fled from Ciermany dur-
ing the Holocaust and traveled through Europe with his art sup-

plies. In 1944, Nussbaum was betrayed to authorities by his
neighbors in Belgium who smelled the artist's paint fumes.

Because Nussbaum "could never get away from his paint-
ings," Libeskind thought it important not to let the viewer stand
back from them, either. "Museums usually provide some distance
so paintings can speak objectively. Here, I thought a space that
was less than 2 meters [about 6 feet] was perfectly adequate."
Only a few paintings will be displayed at a time in the new

gallery, which occupies a volume separate from the adjacent
Cultural History Museum and the rectangular wooden structure.
A zinc-covered bridge ties the gallery to the existing museum,
while a second, ``sliver" bridge penetrates it. This last, the white
"Nussbaum bridge," is paved with open grating ``so you can hear

people going through the new and old buildings."
Showing an aerial view of the complex, the architect told the

audience his design was "plannedjust for birds and angels-you
can't see this perspective from the ground." The three buildings
in the scheme collide "because, despite in the continuum of his-
tory, there is no continuity." To orient the structures conceptual-
ly, Libeskind projected a line from the city gate, through a near-
by synagogue, and to the museum entrance. Just entering the
Nussbaum Museum, he says, "One feels very vulnerable to all

these layers of history. "
Libeskind then showed a scheme for the Imperial War

Museum in Manchester, England. The museum, set in a partly-
abandoned wharf area, represents "the crust of the earth, broken
into shards and re€rected on this particular site." Exhibits at the
museum, which owns a large archive of war films and photo

graphs, will be electronic. "Huge projections of citizens and their
stories" will make the museum building at the wharf visible from
the center of the city at night and provide "a completely new way
of relating private memories of experiences," he said.

Next was Libeskind's Spiral Extension to the Victoria and
Albert Museum in London. Unlike other competitors for the
V8cA project, Libeskind decided that ``the extension was about
museum founders Philip Webb's and William Morris' idea of
showing whatever demonstrates that England can compete in
design. It's a very avant-garde idea for the post-industrial
transition."

The spiral, designed with Ove Arup & Partners, will serve as a
new entrance and connector "to be entered from a number of dif-
ferent directions." It provides glimpses and views of the museum's
evolving collection of "fifty buildings done by fifty different archi-
tects. The angles are not arbitrary, but developed in close linkage
to what's around it and the angles of the roofscape." And though
it is an unusually modern and assertive addition to a British cultur-
al monument, its concrete wall is tiled with wild patterns for a
Victorian effect. The architect noted with pride that the spiral
eventually managed to win necessary approvals, despite an out-
raged response to it from the press.

As at the Nussbaum, Libeskind's zigzaggingjewish Museum in
Berlin is not grafted directly onto the existing eighteenth{entury
building housing the Berlin Museum (of which the Jewish museum
is a department) . The connection is buried underground, and the
area between the two structures will remain open to suggest "the
space that thejewish community, which arrived when the city
began 700 years ago, can never fill again." In this void, 49 square
columns with rounded corners are arranged in a grid. FortyL€ight
of the columns, which project from the ground, are filled with the
earth of Berlin. One contains the soil of Israel.

"I was the only architect not to design a neutral box,"

Libeskind told the audience. As at the Nussbaum, the haunting
building in Berlin is a museum of empty, angular spaces. "Some
of the voids are not enterable; some are enterable from under-

ground . . . you begin to feel the nausea of disorientation." The
27-meter-high  (about 75 foot) Holocaust Tower is another
extreme experience-"boiling hot in summer and freezing cold
in winter. You see the changing light of Berlin and hear the nois-
es around you." The strange stairs are "not whimsies"; they result
from being designed with minimal structural supports.

This agonizing maze of a museum will contain ``furniture,
toys, cinema. It's about the development of city life and is
marked by 1,000 different windows onto the real city beyond.
The concrete structure "is clad in zinc which has not been pre-
treated, so it will become the blue of Berlin." It's a blue which
Schinkel recommended: "If you want to be successful, use as
much zinc as you can." Such is the advice from an architect who
knew Berlin but nothing of the Holocaust, seized by another
who must link the two. -/.J\41.
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God:zi[ha, Tokyo, Japan
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Michael Sorkin's Wiggle
by Gavin Kbeney

Hhe late-modern city

becomes a lush net-
work of blobs, nobs,

pods, and islets in
the dense, visual text of
Mi,chael Sorhi,n Studio: Wiggle

(The Monacelli Press,1998,
192 pages,  77/8 x  10,140 illus-

trations-60 in color, paper,
$35) . Infiltrations of blue
(sky/water) and green
(parks/fields)  counter an
agglomeration of vibrant,
amorphous hybrid buildings
which invite free association,
as they seem to be changing
constantly. At times, Sorkin's
combinatory zeal reaches crit-
ical mass in a concoction
resembling spaghetti or even
lasagna, where here and there
are filigreed tubers, clusters
of custards, or caramelized
carrots served in a slather of

greenish cream sauce and
topped with a sprig of fines
herbes.

Analogs pile upon analogs
in rich and often hilarious
"urbaLnagrams" which are

leavened by the famous
Sorkin penchant for zoomor-

phic exuberance. From sky-
scrapers in Hamburg to
courtyard housing in
Neurasia (a mythical Asian
city) , from the political

precinct of Spreebogen in
Berlin to post-Ceaucescu
Bucharest, the Sorkin Studio
suggests uncontrolled com-

plexity and systematic re-inte-
gration of cityscape, bios-
phere, and noosphere.

But below this somewhat-
silly surface is a deadly serious
urbanism. Missing here is
Sorkin's grave plan for the
Black Triangle in the former
East Germany. He proposed
flooding the strip-mined zone
to create lake-front villages
and islands linked by slender
bridges and causeways. The
obsession with "inhabited"
water is preeminent in the
book, and  W3.ggde does include

projects for the Brooklyn

waterfront and Governors
Island.

The production values of
the Sorkin studio rival cine-
ma-and images of the urban
fabric produced are intensely
tactile and textured through
shifting, turning, and stacking
traditional and nontraditional
urban units. Event horizons
and iconic structures punctu-
ate these visions of layered
urban quarters.
Transportation systems and
other interlocking modes of
conveyance structure the den-
sity of Sorkin's cities, generat-
ing a strip-cluster dichotomy.
The drawings retain traces of
this process, with registration
lines and site lines crisscross-

ing the large-format rendered
and shadowed plans, so that
the textile images are not
unlike ones at the heart of
Italo Calvino's seminal anti-
novel, Invisible Cities. They
seem to suggest that a crafts-
manlike sensibility might one
day replace the abstractions
and statistics of modern
urban planning.

Allan Wexler: Between
Architecture and Art

n tiny but habitable
houses serving only one
funtion at a time and in
rough-heun models,

handmade furniture, and

purposeful-looking follies,
Allan Wexler explores "the rela-
tionship between art and
architecture," as he puts it.
The new monograph, A/Zcz7i
We%Zer' (Barcelona:  Gustavo

Gili, 64 pages, 8'/4 x  105/8,

99 illustrations, 56 in color,

paper, $25) with an introduc-
tion by Bernd Schulz, traces
the career of the New York
artist who holds degress in
both art and architecture,
shows his work at the Ronald
Feldman Gallery, and teaches
architecture at Pratt Institute.

In 1973, when he arrived
in New York, Wexler pro-

posed timing the lights in the
new World Trade Center to

create images of the Empire
State Building and other
monuments on its facades at
night. But soon he was mak-
ing simple wood structures
that explicitly showed how
they had been made. By 1980,
he had begun to zero in on
functions-sheds with fold-
away dining tables, chairs,
and beds that slid through
the walls. He built change-
able, freestanding rooms
where avant-garde plays were

performed. As the rituals of
life became the subject of his
art, architectural forms
became his language.

Wexler's art constitutes a
kind of architectural
"research," as Schulz calls it,

and some of his works, like
the fold-away Parsons RItchen
of 1991  (ocuLUS, December
1998, p. 6)  have impressive
lessons to teach about effi-
cient storage. But there is
always a super-rational quality
thdt, combined with raw
craftsmanship, gives Wexler's
work an iconic quality. It
looks like art because of its
simplici ty, straightforward-
ness, and Wexler's control.
More than the size  (small)  or
the setting (usually a gallery) ,
it is the fact that no one but
the artist has had a hand in its
creation or use that distin-

guishes it from architecture.
The projects ``suggest an

everyday kind of usefulness,"
though ``their creator was
much less interested in solv-
ing problems than in explor-
ing fields within which certain

phenomena (such as collect-
ing rainwater or eating a meal
together)  give rise to a whole
range of questions," Schulz
writes, placing Wexler ``firmly
within a tradition of humane
and ecological thought that

goes back to Thoreau,
Emerson, and Buckminster
Fuller. "

For the last few years,
Wexler has been working with
his wife, Ellen Wexler, an
artist, designer and educator,



on a series of projects in pub-
lic places and museums. In
1996, the pair collabaorated
on a permanent, interactive
exhibit at the Henry Luce
Nature Observatory at
Belvedere Castle, in Central
Park. Now, for the High
Museum in Atlanta, they are
working on an environment
which fosters new ways to
experience the art with the
architecture  (by RIchard
Meier) . At the Albany
Institute of History and Art,
they are buildng the ``smallest
museum in the world," the
5 x 5 x 6-foot Museum of
Egyptian Art. And for Expo
2000 in Haimover, Germany,
they are creating an artwork
which "brings the wind tur-
bine's graceful shape and
majestic scale down to earth"
for the public to experience
firsthand. -/.M.

Architects' Dream Clients
by Kira L. Gourd

+
s part of a lec-
ture series about
the business of
architecture, the

Architectural League hosted
an evening with two enlight-
ened men who surely should
be called patrons, rather than
simply clients.

Jay Chiat, a founder of the
Chiat/Day advertising power-
house, possesses a trait most
admirable in a clientTHonfi-
dence in his architect. In the
early years of his break-the-
rules ad agency, Chiat
thought about how he and
his colleagues worked, con-
cluding that the traditional
office was all wrong. At least
it was wrong for the ad busi-
ness. `The traditional office
seems like grammar school,"
he explained. `Your supervi-
sor always knows where you
are supposed to be. I wanted
to create something that's
more like college. I wanted

people to take responsibility
for their actions. I also didn't
want them to be in positions

where they might opt to
hoard-rather than share-
information."

Chiat has worked with

people such as Frank Gehry
(on the Oldenburg-binocular
structure in Santa Monica
and other projects) and
Gaetano Pesce (on a Lower
Manhattan resin-floored

playpenoffice sited in a staid
building) . From the begin-
ning, these collaborations
with architects have been sat-
isfying. Chiat is apparently
not a linear thinker, so he was
thrilled when his first archi-
tect asked him how he ``want-
ed to live"-not "what kind
of house" he wanted." He
said, "I've always believed that
I could get great architecture
if I stayed with that philoso-

phy."
"I have wanted spaces

that are provocative and
inspirational climates for
innovation. Telling that to an
architect is not like telling
him what kind of aesthetic
I'm looking for. I don't really
think it's the client's role to
have preconceived notions
about what the building
might look like. We should
be concerned with what will

go on inside and trust the
architect to push the design
as much as we are pushing
the behavior." Perhaps the
best thing about Chiat as a
client is that he truly believes
in the creative impulse and is
fascinated when that impulse
is turned toward building
something. "If I had the
money, I would build much
more," he mused. "What a
charge!"

Jorge Vergara is a Client

building on an even larger
scale. He heads Omnilife, a
major Mexican manufacturer
of nutritional supplements
which is building a major
convention complex in
Guadalajara, Mexico. The
complex will have cultural
components, offices, hotels,
and housing. Coop

IN THE  BOoKSTon[s

Himmelblau, Frank Gehry,
Daniel Libeskind, Jean
Nouvel, Stephen Holl, and
Tod Williams and Billie Tsien
have been selected to design

projects there. Vergara was
scheduled to speak but his
flight was delayed, so Mexico
City architect Enrique Norten

spoke instead. Moderator
Joseph Giovannini flelded ques-

tions.

Norten is the only
Mexican architect who will
design for the campus. He
has helped educate Vergara
about contemporary architec-
ture over the past two years.
"Even as he was realizing how

much he had to learn about
architecture, Vergara was
aware that he might possess
one of the great moments of
opportunity to create some-
thing that would represent
the best of this generation,"
Norten said. The project may
begin construction next year,
with completion scheduled
for 2003.

How did Vergara make
his selections? "After we
looked at work in slides and
in person, it was an intuitive

process," Norten said.  "It was
really about how the archi-
tects felt about things. jorge
always wanted to talk to them
about the human condition
and the spirit of the people
in this world." According to
Norten, Vergara "wants to
create a cohesive whole. He
wants it to be a successful real
estate development, and he
feels it critical to contribute
to the city in a meaningful
way. Beyond those concerns,
he would love to create an
architectural event. He was
very taken with the
Guggenheim in Bilbao. The
building impressed him, of
course, but he was even more
impressed with what it has
done for the city."

Allan Wexler,

introduction by Bernd Schulz

Parsons Kitche'n, Auom Wexler

Picket Fence Furrwiure, Al,ham Wexler
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P.S./I.S. 89:
A New School Downtown
dy Kira L. anld

bast fall, when AIA

New York Chapter
members toured the
new 100,000-square-

foot, 5-story school in Battery
Park City, the project proved
a reminder of the difficulties
and opportunities associated
with building in New York.
Henry Stolzmah, AIA, of

Pasanella + Kleih Stolzman +

Berg led the tour. His firm
worked with Costas Kondylis &
Associates (the architect of
record)  and Richard Cook &
Associates on the project,
which is actually two separate
schools with some shared
facilities located in the base
of an apartment building.
Cook was primarily responsi-
ble for the exteriors, while
Kondylis designed the apart-
ments. Stolzman's partner,
Wayhe Berg, FA[A, was the

principal designer of the
school interiors.

Getting natural light into
the schools' main public
spaces was a problem. The
insertion of fire doors in the
main corridor-between the
two primary entrances-
made a glazed east wall possi-
ble, bringing wonderful light
into the cafeteria, which
would have otherwise had no
windows. `We struggled hard
for this," Stolzman said.  "It
was one of those things that
we simply refused to let go.
Wejust couldn't live with
such an important gathering
space devoid of daylighting. "
Fighting for crucial aspects of
the design was natural,
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because the residents of
Tribeca and Battery Park City
had fought so hard for the
school itself. The design
team, naturally, drew on this

passion: `There's no question
that they inspired us,"
Stolzman said.

Throughout the building,
corridors curve, softening the
space. And though the walls
are concrete block, the archi-
tects managed an important
variation. Ground-face con-
crete block-not a Board of
Education standard-is a
noticeable refinement. "We
had to demonstrate to the
Board of Ed that this material
would be structurally and oth-
erwise comparable to the
standard. But the time and
effort was worth it. I^7hen
there's so much of it around,
a small improvement can
have a dramatic impact,"
Stolzman explained.

The designers saw the
corridors as streets and took
care to provide carpeted
ledges, landings, and other
incidental meeting spaces
along the way. As well, there
are  ``stoops" outside the class-
rooms. These "breakout"
spaces allow groups to have a
change of scenery-and
teachers to vary their envi-
ronments more. Also, some
classrooms can bejoined to

produce opportunities for
team teaching.

The library remains
unfinished, and the fifth-floor
outdoor space adjacent to it
still does not have the park
furniture that was specified
because it was cut from the
budget. But kids have been
attending the school since
September, and the commu-
nity has already begun to
respond to invitations to use
the larger rooms after school
hours. As Stolzman pointed
out, any facility this long in
coming is one that the com-
munity wants used in every

possible way.

Lessons Learned
for Schools
by REra L. Gourd

In December, the

Chapter's Education
Committee sponsored
the reprise of a

Professional Interest Area
event in Chicago. At that
event, Kenneth Karpel, AIA,

director of design for the
New York City School
Construction Authority

(SCA) , and Rose Diamond,
New York City Board of
Education  (Division of school
Facilities)  senior director for

planning and capital develop-
ment, discussed the prognosis
for urbaLn schools. At the

progam in New York,
Diamond was replaced by
Cheryl Hood Francis, director of
the Office of Strategic
Planning, Division of School
Facilities for the Board of
Education.

The challenges, as every-
one knows, are huge.
Enrollments have been grow-
ing, while classroom space
and buildings continue to
deteriorate. The numbers are
stunning.  `The price tag for
relieving overcrowding, bring-
ing existing buildings to a
state of good repair, and pro-
viding appropriate space for
educational initiatives was $2
billion per year for the next
ten years. Yet the average
annual capital allocation

prior to 1988 was less than
$200 million-10 percent of
the need," Karpel said. SGA
was created in  1988 as a
response to the problem, and
things have since been slowly
improving. But inventive solu-
tions and partnerships are
still needed.

As Fdrpel explained, one
of the most important part-
nerships is between the SCA
and the Division of School
Facilities.  `The concept of
`managing architect' is alive

and well in New York City," he
said. "Since the turn of the
century, the Division of



School Facilities+omprised
of planners, architects, and
engineers-has been the
planning, design, and con-
struction department of the

public school system, translat-
ing pedagogical needs into
brick-and-mortar architectural
solutions."

`fwith the advent of the

SCA, a professional staff was
retained. It's responsible for
system-wide needs-assessment,
establishing budgets, prioritiz-
ing projects, site identifica-
tion, and drafting require-
ments for capital programs.
I^7hile the Division itself is the
SCA's `client,' a key role is
representing the ultimate
clients: the end users (super-
intendents, principals, teach-
ers, and, most importantly,
students) . This can be quite a
challenge in a decentralized
school system comprised of
32 community school districts

(each led by a superintendent
and an elected school board) ,
six high school superinten-
dents, and a city-wide special
education district. "

`The SCIA is essentially

the `developer,' responsible
for site acquisition, scope,
design, construction, and

postoccupancy evaluation of
the capital program. The
entire program is managed by
SCA's professional staff.
Additionally, forty percent of
all design services are execut-
ed by in-house staff. Projects
designed in-house include
minor improvements to new
schools. The remainder of
the design work-and all con-
struction-is executed by con-
sultant architects, engineers,
and contractors."

Hood discussed the capi-
tal plan that the New York
City Board of Education is
writing for the fiscal years
2000 through 2004. Some

$10.9 billion is needed to
eliminate overcrowding,
make buildings watertight,
expand technology initiatives,
upgrade building interiors,

and provide program accessi-
bility. Existing structures, for
which $4.32 billion is ear-
marked, require ADA
improvements, building enve-
lope repairs, and replacement
of all coal-fired boilers. New-
capacity requirements, ear-
marked at $3.17 billion, are
derived from current over-
crowding numbers, with
enrollment growth (from
1997 to 2002)  of some 17,000
students. All told, 75,600 seats
must be created44,900 of
them in new construction.

The division is also trying
to implement a Life-Cycle
Replacement Program "differ-
ent from previous capital

plans," Hood said, ``because
of its process, which includes
Building Condition
Assessment Surveys, superin-
tendents prioritizing projects,
an asset management
approach, and multiple deliv-
Cry systems: the SCA, the
Department of Design and
Construction, private develop-
ers, and nonprofit partners. "
Hood expects the plan to be
approved this spring.
Opportunities for architects
will undoubtedly follow.

The Importance of
Being a Writer
dy Kira L. Gourd

11
he debate about
what architects
should learn has
raged for decades,

but one discipline remains
scarce in almost every archi-
tecture school. Yet writing is a
skill needed for marketing,

project management, publici-
ty, and effective communica-
tion with clients.

Architect, educator, and
torrne:I Architectural, Record ediL
tor in chief Stephen A. Kliment,

FAIA, spoke to Chapter mem-
bers and others in December
about his new book,  W7z.£3.7tg

for DesigrL Professio'nds (W W .
Norton,  1998, 232 pages,
7 3/4 x 9 7/8, 26 illustrations,17

in color, cloth, $86.50) .

"Good communication skills

are critical," he pointed out,
``notjust nice to have. This is

not really about being able to
write `better,' but about being
able to write the things that
architects need to write."
Looking at a design practice,
it's clear that architects need
to write effective proposals,
reports, memos, websites, E-
mail, design-award submittals,

press releases, and more.
Writing is key to a successful

practice.
RIiment identified several

principles of good writing.
First, he said, "Write as you
would talk." He advised keep-
ing sentences short (usually
no more than 18 or 20
words) . Another important
rule: avoid design-babble and

jargon. "Don't let yourself
believe that phrases such as
` this project decontextualizes

its site,'  `the owner articulates
his experiential experience,'
or ` contrapuntal juxtaposi-
tion' actually mean anything"
at all. `There are moments
when technical terminology is
required, but keep your audi-
ence in mind and define if
necessary.

Another related rule of
thumb: Keep things simple,
and be specific. "If you are
talking about a classroom,
don't call it a `self-contained
instructional space." Also,
know what you want to say,
and use the active voice.  (`fwe
dg.d this" rather than, `This
zt;crs done.")  RIiment empha-

sized the importance of fea-
Curing the architects, engi-
neers, and others involved in

projects. Including these
actors in a story will bring a

project to life.
As RIiment said, `These

rules are not meant to
make Hemingways out of

people .... Not all people can
become great writers, but all

people can become lucid
writers.„

Stephen A.  Klinent, FAIA

wsteRAi`mt|NG
FOR  DESIGN
PROFESSIONALS

A Cth to "hqa*-give-Ltun 8"-I-qgivtr
ErEN=H

Writing for Design Professionals,
Stephen A.  K1;inenl

Writing for Design Professionals,

Stephen A.  Kl;inent

Writing for Design Professionals,

Stephen A. Klinend
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DEADLINES

February 13
Sulrnission dens:line for the 1999
Stewardson Keofe ljeBrum travel grants.
Spon'usored ky the AIA Neuj Ych Chapter,
tJue gi.ants are intended to furtha arclviec-
tw.al educcwio'n arid professiotral develop-
meat ky the rneon'rs Of 1999 North
Amchcan trowel Progrcrms. APpticants
in:ust be U.S.  citizerus iiJith professio'ra,I
architect,ural degrees. As many as frJe

grants totaling $15,000 wiu be owcnded to
fulLdrne Practitioners, either 1.egista.ed or
nouregistered. Cdi t]ue AIA New York
Chapter at 683-0023, ext.11.

I;o enco'urage fine wiring o!n arc]vitecture
and related design suoyects, the 1999
Haskell AINards for stwdent architectwrd

jou;rradsm are spousored by the Neu] Ych
For;ndchon for Architectw^e. APphcants
rmrst be erurolhed in professiora,I architec-
tw-e progra:rue or reidted progra:ms (s:uch as
art hatory, imwhor dingn, urban stwdies,
or landscape arclhectw.e) . A Priae or Prizes
totaling at least $1,000 will be given. Call
the Neu] York Fo'indaloin for Afclritecture,
683-0023, ext.  11, i;or an apphcchon,
dueFeb.13.

February 15
Subm;issio!n dens:h:ne for the Soflex Sofe &
So!und A:wand,  cosPo!rrsored dy
Architec:twle rungar;ine. The award Pro-
grarm Pays inl]ute to architectural
pr¢ects that use lami;rated glass for the
PnJ;xpose Of soifety,  secu;ndy,  or ndse reduc~
lion. Prqjects rm:ust ha;ve bee'n compthed
betri)ee'n]armary  1,  1998 and December
31,  1998. For more iiifo!rrnalon, ca[1800-
248-6844. Or, wrhe lo Shandwich
International 515 0l;ive Street, Suite
1900, St. Louis, MO 63101.

February 16
Apphcchon dedline for the AIA/AAF
Sc]rodrslrip for AdNamced Study cnd,
Research, sponsored dy the A:nerican
Iriittwte Of AI.chitects and, the
American Afchitectw-al Fotu;ndalo'n. Open
to anyotne Purs'iing an advanced
degree or conducing research under the
direalo'n Of a U.S. university,
this schodrsliep swp|]orts educmced study
and research ky those who hove ea;rri,ed a

professio!ral degree. Contact tire AAF at
202-626-7 5 65 for iriforruntion and an

apphccwhon.

Marcli 1
Sulrm;issio'n deadine for the Urban Design
Aiuards, sPousored ky tJue Bosto!n
Society Of Architects. The co'mpedtion is
open to Massaclusetts architects, lemk
scape architects, Plan:leers-or (,o arty
on.c]ritect / idnds cape architect /Pidrm2r wli,o
Jun designed a profect in Massac]msetts.
For i'roti.e inj;otrmf ltion,  call 617-951-143 3,
ext.  221, fax 617-951JJ845, or E-rmfltl
l]son.ch@architects.on.g.

Sustainable Design Awards subrrdssion
deadhne. The Pi-ogran, spouson.ed dy llue
Bostoin Society Of AIchhects, is apen to all
designers. Protects located arqulure in t]ue
world, ira;y be oul)in;itted. For rrare inj;orina~
lion call 617-951-1433, ext.  221, fax 617~
951-0845, or E-mall
I)son.ch@on.clwhects.erg.

Appticalo'n deadlt:ne i;or grants from the
A:I.chitectw.e, Planring, and Design
Program Of the Neiij York State Co'un,c.il on
t]ue Arts. Chants Of uP to $10,000
will be cevallable f;or architects, Phainel-s,
designers, and sc]rolars to realizi3 specific

prof ects that adrance the field anrd con-
inbute to Pubhc understanding Of the
dsigned errroiro'rimient. For rrun.e irifanrar
hon, co'ri;toct Arvne Van Ingen at
212-387-7013.
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SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTUFtE and
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES (SAES)
THE CITY COLLEGE OF
THE CITY UNIVEFtsITY OF NEW YORK

DEAN
The  School  of Architecture  and  Environmental  Studies  (SAES),  with  600  students,  awards  4 year  B.A.  degrees
in  architecture  and  landscape  architecture,  a  5  year B.Arch.  and  an  M.A.  in  urban  design.  The  School  seeks to
expand  its  graduate  offerings.

The  Dean,  who  reports  to  the  Provost,  leads  the  School  in  curriculum  development,  program  planning  and  the
acquisition  of  external  funding,  and  maintains  liaison  within  the  campus,  government  agencies,  relat-
ed  organizations  and  associations,  and  communty  leaders.  The  successful  candidate  should  have  a  Master's
degree and professional  license in Architecture or Landscape Architecture,  or shall  have a Ph.D.  in a related area
of study as well  as demonstrated commitment to  urban  architectural  education,  and a history of teaching,  admin-
istration and/or distinguished professional accomplishment to qualify as a tenured full professor. The salary range
is  $92,904-$112,602.

Applicants   should   send   a   letter  of  interest,   CV   and   list  4   references  to   be   contacted   at  a   later  date   by
March  i,1999 to: Search Committee for Dean of SAES, Office of Affirmative Action, Harris Hall,  Rm. 412A.
Applications  will  be  considered  until  the  positions  are  filled.

FACULTY  POSITIONS-FALL  1999
All  positions  require a  Ph.D.  or equivalent degree  or a  Master's  degree  and  professional  licensure  or registra-
tion.  A CV  should  be  sent  by  3/1/99  to  the  individual  listed.

URBAN  DESIGN/ARCHITECTUF}E,  ASst  to  Full  Prof., to teach graduate level design studios
with the  ability to  direct the  program  in  the future  and  with  expertise  in  another core  subject such  as  history,
theory and  methods.  Professor Lance Jay  Brown.

SPECIALIST  IN   BUILDING  SYSTEMS  TECHNOLOGY,  Asst.  Prof.  A creative  vision  of  how
computers  can  be  used  in  teaching  and  research  is desired.  Professor  Bosaria  Piomelli.

ARCHITECTURAL  DESIGN,  Asst.  Prof. A knowledge and  experience  in  the application  of computers
to  architectural  design  is  desirable.  Professor Carmi  Bee.

Salary  ranges:  Asst.  Prof.  $30,829-$53,779,  Assoc.  Prof.  $40,173-$64,226,   Prof.  $49,866-$77,229.  See  also
http:\\www.cony.cuny.edu\positions.

THE  CITY COLLEGE  OF  NEW YORK/CUNY
SCHOOL OF AFICHITECTURE  and  ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Convent Avenue at 138th  Street,  New York,  NY 10031
EO/AA Employer M/F/Drv

Loss.             Prevention.
Most  professional  liability  insurers  will  try to  protect your  resources  after

you  hove  a  claim.  But you  ccin  expect a  lot  more from  DPIC.  For  more

than  25  years,  Dpl(  and  its  specialist agents  hove  delivered  programs

that work to stop  losses before they happen.  Expect more and  get it.

Call  the  DPIC  agent below  or visit us  on  the  Web  ot www.dpic.com.

sl:g[esron

charlmers

212.826.9744

DPIC Companies
Orion Capital

PARSONS SCHOOL 0F DESIGN

66 Filth Avenue
New York, NY 10011

Telephone: 1-8001252-0852

Parsons is also an AIA/CES

educational provider.

MAGGI SEDLIS, AIA

The Oflice ol Margaret J. Sedlis
36 East 23 Street, 7th lloor

New York, NY 10010
phone: 212-777-5598

fax: 212-979-0923
e-mail: maggis@aol.com

Consultants to architects
and designers providing

services related to=

project management
contract management
Practice management

ADVERTISE IN OCU[US./
Rates are reasonable, and
readership is extensive.
Contact the Chapter for

information: 68310023, ext. 12.



Ornamental  Metal  satisfies  more  design

goals  than  any  other  decorative  material.

And  its  abilities  to  enhance  and  embellish

transcend  the  pure  aesthetic to  create

tangible  value  in  a  property.  From  distinctive,

sleek entranceways,  to  gracious,  intricate

railings  and  stairs,  Ornamental  Metal  offers

uncommon  durability,  design  flexibility  and

enduring  appeal.  For  quality you  can  feel  and

beauty you  can touch,  Ornamental  Metal  is

the  singular  choice.

For more  information  or  consultation, please  contact the  Ornamental  Metal  Institute  of New York.

CONTINUING  ExllllBITIONS

Thi-ough Febl-uai-y  28
Design Ideas for New York's East River.
Van Alen  luslilute,  30 W:  22`nd, St.
924-7000.

Februnl.|  18-March 5
1998/1699 AIA Justice Facilities.

John Jay  College Of Cwim,ilral,
Justice,  899 Tenth Aile.  683-0023.  .

TI".ough March 21
Unlimited By Design.

Coapel--Hewill Na lional, Design Museii ln ,
2 E.  91si  S{.  849-8420.

Tln-ough Mai-ch 28
The Little Apple: Souvenir Buildings lrom
the Collection of Ace Architects.  JVJ`!45e(/,///

Of (he  Cil}  Of Nelu Yoi-h,
1220 Fifth Aile.  534-1672.

Till-ougli  March 31
Building the Empire State.
The Skyscra|)el. Museunn,,  16 Wo[l St,.
968-1961.

Tin.o`Ligh Apr.il  3

Order and Disorder: Architectural
Transitions in Prints and Photographs.
The New Yoi.k Piiljlic Lil)1.arv,

Fifth Ave.  al.d, 42nd, Sl.  93-0-0654.

Tln.ough A|]iil 4
New York on tlie Rise: Architectural
Drawings by Hughson Hawley.
Musann Of tll,e City  Of New Yol.h,
1220 Fifth Aiie.  534-1672.

Tlirough A|yril 11
New York Vertical by Host Hamann.
Museunn Of the City Of New York,
1220 Fifth Awe.  534-1672.

Tin.ough May 2
New York Horizontal: Circuit Camera
View of the City by William Hassler.
Museum. Of the City Of New York,
1220 Fifth AIJe.  534-1672.

Tltrough fune 27
Landscapes of Hope: Rebuilding New
York City's Neigliborhoods.
Museunn Of the City Of New York,
1220 Fifth A;ve.  534-1672.

The.ough August 22
George Washington's New York.
Museum Of the City Of Neu) York,
1220 Fifth Ave.  534-1672.
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NationalRepro8raphicslnc.

nrE
|00Years
1898-1998

Where customers
become our friends,

aonudrt±::L#TiaoLn¥'

We couldn't have
done it alone.

Thank you!
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The new Website, www.aiahy.org, has many of features tliat we hope will be useful to our rheml

bers and to the publicE These include a searchable database of architecture firms in New York City; a

membership directory; answers to frequently asked questions about licensing, registration, and the

AIA Continuing  Education  System (CES);  Chapter events listings; and an  RSVP line.  Check it out!

INTRODUCING       THE       NEW      ANI)ERSEN       COMMERCIAL       TEAM      -      TWO       LOCAL      ANDERSEN®

DISTRIBUTORS     ANI)      A      LOCAL     ANDERSEN      SALES      REPRESENTATIVE.      ALL      DEDICATED

T0      COMMERCIAL      PROJECTS.     ALL      EXPERIENCED     WINDOW      EXPERTS.     ALL     C0IVIMITTED

T0     HELPING     YOU     WITH     ONE-ON-ONE     SUPPORT     RIGHT     I)OWN     T0     THE     I)ETAILS.     CALL

JAMES     O'CONNOR,CSI,CI)T    AT    610-366-4157    0R    ONE    0F    OUR    I)ISTRIBUTORS     BELOW.

OR,     FOR      PR0I)UCT      INFORMATION,     VISIT     OUR     WEBSITE     AT

WWW  .  ANDERSENW I  NDOWS  .  COM

ANDERSENC0MMEEurGRourso



carpet for walls and floors
The original ribbed lexlure now available in 48 colors.

Absorbs sound.

(ontrols costs.

2~mefer width  or  50  cm  carpet tiles.

Rolls i]nd  cuts  shipped within  24  hours

of receipt of order.

iiEunEX
Exploring surfaces
uncommon soluhons for floors and walls

Tel   800.523.0731    .     Fox   215.423.09401

65West  onlorioslreel   .     Philodelphio,  PA    19140

OFF[CEINYC, W. 70's
Large, uhfurnished

work station in inviting,
sun filled mini loft. Drmn.
Landmark block, $500/
month. 212-362-9509

K + A Design Consultants
33 Queens Lane

New Hyde Park, NY 11040
516-3654722

Architectural Lighting
Consultation    Analysis    Design

John Katimaris
IALD  IRA  IIDA

Select Interior Door, Ltd.
2074 Perry Road, P.O. Box 178
North Java, New York 14113

1-800-535-9335
FAX 716-535-9923

www.sidl.com

Manufacturers of custom
interior, exterior solid hardwood

doors and millwork

Architectural License Preparation
"The  Ba{{is[a Courses"

for new computer ARE

Iustitute of Design and Construction
141  Willoughby  Street

Brooklyn, New York  11201

Telephone:  718-855-3661  ext.17

SUBSCRIBE T0 0CU£US
Read about New York's architectureland-urban design community.

$40 per year for ten issues. Call 683-0023, ext. 14, to subscribe.

BOOK[IST

Rizzoli  Bookstores' Top Ten
As of December 1998

J. Ju[ius Shuman,
ed. Peter Gossel,  e[,.  al,.  (Tascluen,  cloth,

$39.99).

2.  Steven Ehrlich: Architects,

Joseph Gioua;ruin and Steijen Ehal:i,ch
(Rizzoli,  cloth,  $60).

i. The Houses ol MCKim, Mead & White,
Sam:uel G. Vvhite (Riz2:oh,  cloth, $70).

4.  Steven Ehrlich: Architects,

Joseph Giovarmivi and Sleve'n Elulich
(RIzz.oh, Paper, $40) .

5. M.in.imum.  (mi'ni edition),

John Powson (Plraidon, cloth, $18).

6.  New York: A Guide to Recent
Architecture,  S%sczw}fl S3.?.cjfylcz"

(REneiraim, Paper, $5 . 98) .

7. Architecture: A Crash Course,
Hilm-y French (Watso'n Chapti[l, cloth,
$14.95).

8. Greene & Greene: Masterworks,
B]uce Sin ith, Alexander VertihofI
(Cln-onicle,  cloth, $40).

9.  Icons ol Architecture: The 20th
Century,
eds. Sabine Thidrsiling and Wolf igang
Baclrmann (Teneues,  cloth, $29.95).

JO.  Fountainebleau,

]eanMon.ie Perou5e De Montclos (Scaha,
cloth, $40).

The AIA New York Chapter

Committee on the Environment's

Susta,irral]le Design Booklet provides

information on green architec-

ture. AIA members can earn

CES learning units by reading

the booklet and filling out the

included AIA CES Self-Report

form. The booklet is available

from tile Chapter for $6 (mem-

bers)  or $10, plus $2 for ship-

ping. Send payment and order

request to 200 Lexington Ave.,

6th fir., New York, NY 10016.

Please make checks payable to

the AIA New York Chapter.
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COJVLJVLITTEE  JVLEETIN®S

February 1, 6:00 PM
Housing

February 2, 8:00 AM
Amlritectw-efu.Justice

February 2, 6:15 PM
Design AINards

February 3, 5:30 PM
Pubh,c Architects

February 4, 8:30 AM
Prof es sional Pro,cti ce

February 8, 6:30 PM
Lecrming By Design:NY

February 11, 6:00 PM
Ervvirorunat

February 16. 6:00 PM
Minority Resources

February 17,12:30 PM
Af clulecture ior Edu cati,on

February 17, 5:00 PM
Health, Facili,ties

February 17, 6:00 PM
Mos-heting & Public Relalous

February 18, 6:00 PM
Building Cods

February 19, 8:00 AM
Zo'ning & Urban Design

February 22, 6:00 PM
Historic Buiidings

February 23, 4:30 PM
Roundtable

February 23, 5:30 PM
Publi,c Sector I;iaison

February 24, 6:00 PM
Af clulectwre Dialogue

February 24, 6:00 PM
VIl;oinen in A].chi{ectw-e
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Cohstructioh with a
Light Touch

dy Kira L. Gourd

In New York, old water

mains burst, bridges
erode, and leaky sewers
sink streets. But preventa-

five maintenance on civil
infrastructure can be as incon-
venient as these disasters are.
At last fall's "Invisible Con-
struction Conference," held at
New York University's Robert
F. Wagner Graduate School of
Public Service, the Institute
for Civil Infrastructure Systems
asked, "How do we revitalize
these lifelines without disrupt-
ing the people and businesses
we serve?"

"Invisible construction"

encompasses any method
allowing physical repairs to be
handled unobtrusively, with lit-
tie or no impact (such as road
closures and noise pollution)
on the surrounding com-
munityL+specially during

peak times. The conference
examined pioneering meth-
ods, such as the pothole repair
unit by Leo Mara of Sandia
National Laboratories in
Livermore, California. Mara's
``on-the-fly" repair vehicle

allows potholes to be filled
and smoothed while the vehi-
cle runs down the road at 35
miles per hour. The invention
makes roadway repair more
efficient and selfcontained,
and fewer lanes of traffic are
disrupted.

At the conference, many
of the methods and tech-
niques were still fledgling
innovations. So the turnout
was, in fact,just as interesting
as the presentations.  (Political
officials onstage obviously real-
ize infrastructure repair is a
critical issue in the quest for
an improved quality of life in
cities.)  One of the most vocif-
erous in attendance was Bronx
Borough President Fernando
Ferrer, who recognizes the

phenomenal costs of mainte-
nance and its potential nega-
five impact on citizens.

Ferrer is pushing for reju-
venated rail lines in order to
reduce truck traffic on area
roadways. `Ninety percent of
the freight coming in and

going out of the metro area is
on trucks," he pointed out.
"One tractor-trailer wears

roadways 5,000 times faster
than a car. And in my com-
munity, there's no question
that the exhaust has caused-
and continues to worsen-ur
astronomical asthma rates,
which eclipse those anywhere
else in the nation." Ever the

politician, Ferrer could not
resist tossing a few hyperbolic

jabs at the proposed site for a
new Yankee Stadium. The new
stadium, he insisted, would
cause "the biggest traffic jam
in the Western Hemisphere."

Architects and their allied

professions should keep an
eye on infrastructure issues
and the emerstng technolo-

gies that invisible construction
spauns. No single building

project in New York (or any
other urban area) is fully sepa-
rate from the infrastructure
surrounding and supporting
it. I^7hen architects under-
stand how infrastructure can
be created, preserved, and
repaired efficiently, their own

projects can proceed more
smoothly.

Committee in October,
Michael Gurevich, of the New
York City Brickwork Design
Center, addressed issues of
designing, troubleshooting,
repairing, and maintaining
brick walls. As Gurevich
explained, defects in brick
walls can often be traced to

poor maintenance and design.
The application of waterproof
sealers and quick-fix repoint-
ing are two common prob-
lens. Wall flashing must drain
to the exterior. And neglect-

ing to provide enough control

joints (to accommodate wall
movement)  can cause deterio-
ration.

Brick buildings experi-
ence thermal expansion, as
well as another kind of move-
ment related to moisture.
I^7hen bricks are heated to
2000 degrees Fahrenheit dur-
ing manufacture, the clay
temporarily shrinks. However,
once exposed to the atmos-

phere, bricks expand as they
reabsorb moisture. As a
result, brick walls can move as
much as one eighth of an
inch in 20 feet, both laterally
and vertically.

Cracks which subsequently
appear in brick walls will often
develop at locations where

joints should have been
placed. Vertical cracks are a
common sign of uncontrolled
lateral expansion. Gurevich
explained that, when bricks
rest on horizontal shelf angles,
support must be continuous.
Otherwise, unsupported por-
tions will expand more than

portions in areas where brick
is supported, resulting in verti-
cal shear cracks.

Of course, flashing is
required at the bottom of
walls and in other locations
where water can accumulate.
Walls bearing on foundations,
shelf-angle supports, or lintels
above wall openings must be
flashed to channel water out
of the wall. However, Gurevich
cautioned that flashing materi-
al placed atop angles, lintels,
and brick supports must
extend horizontally to the face
of the brick. The drainage
openings (weep holes) placed
immediately above this flash-
ing allow water to drain. But if
flashing stops short of the
face-r if weep holes are
clogged-then trapped water
will eventually rust structural
steel lintels and shelf angles.
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AROUND  THE  CHAPTER

Gtlnstruc{,io`n jury, left to right,

Tod Willla.ms, FAIA;  Roger Yoo; I.  Max Bond ]i-., FAIA; Ado,in D. Til.any,

Stanky Tucci; Bob Lope; a,nd Billie Tsien, AIA

72 Percent Solution,

Perhins Eastman Architects,

winner "Best Meal"

Water of Babel,
Hellmuth, Obata & Kassal]oum,

winner "]urors' Favorite"

Enlightenment,  Ouc Arttp 6'

Goyai .in Goya, R.M.  Kliment &

Fi.ances Hatsl)and Ai-chit,ect.s,

winnei- "Best Use of Labels"

BIueprint to End Hunger,
The Philtips Ciroup,

Honorable Menl,io'n

Sole Food,
Partners, wirmer ``Structw-al Ingerwity"                               Butler Rogers Bashett,

Honorabl,e Mention
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Camstruction!

JL
ctor Stanley Tucci

and artist Name
Annan, the wife
of Secretary-

General Kofi Annan,
opened the Sixth Annual
Cczustruction display this past
November in the United
Nations Visitors' Lobby.
According to national execu-
tive director of Cczustruction
Cheri Melillo of the New York
firm Butler Rogers Baskett, 28
cities participated in the event
this year. New York winners
included  Wczfer o/Bc}Z)c/ by

Hellmutli, Obata + Kassabaum

(the juror's Favorite) ,
Endghtenrrant Dry Ove AIIup 8.
Partners (awarded for
Structural Ingenuity) ,  Gaycz 3.7a

Gq))cz by R.M. Kliment & Frances

Halsband Architects  (Best Use

of Labels) ,  72 Perce?`i£ Sozwj3.o7}

by Perkihs Eastmah Architects

(named Best Meal) .
Honorable Mentions went

to Sods Food by Butler Rogers

Baskett Architects and B/ttqp?i.%£

£o E73cZ Htt„ger by The Phillips

Group. Thirteen hundred
emergency programs
throughout the five boroughs
received more thaLn 80,000

pounds of canned food after
this year's 26 New York
Cczustructions were
disassembled.

Passages

In December, at the pres-

tigious Seagram Gallery

(thanks to the support
of joseph E. Seagram &

Sons and Ysrael A. Seinuk)
the AIA New York Chapter
celebrated the year's end and
the arrival of a new president.
Outgoing president Roll
Ohlhausen, FAIA, introduced
the Design Awards
Committee leadership in his

parting remarks. His ``top
ten" list of what we saw in
1998 and what 1999 promises
to bring the Chapter cited
the premises effort, the
expansion of the New York
Foundation for Architecture,
the new fellows (nine women

and five men) , thejefferson
Award  (and Heritage Ball
honors)  presented to Lewis
Davis, IAIA, the annual meet-
ing (with the moving speech
by Tony Hiss) , the develop-
ment of the website, the final

year of Carol Clark's successful
tenure as executive director

(and the appointment of Sally
Siddiqi in Clark's place) , and
last year's 32 design awards.

Following this, Design
Awards Committee Chair
Miguel Rivera, AIA, presented

the awards. Walter A. Hunt, Jr.,
AIA, the new Chapter presi-
dent, commended departing
board members, welcomed
new ones, and challenged the
membership .to do more and
work harder in the year to
come. `There are many
things on our plate as a
Chapter," he said, "and I'm
thrilled to be a part of this

group at such an exciting
time. Let's not waste a single
opportunity this year." -A G.

Save the Date

JL
t this year's
Heritage Ball,
the 1999
President's

Award will be presented to
John L. Tjshman and the New

York partners of Kohn Pedersen
Fox Associates. The Ball will

take place on Wechesday,
September 22, at The
Waldorf-Astoria. Invitations
will be mailed injuly; reserva-
tions are required.

Corrections
The photographs by Katherine
MCGlynn that accompanied
ourjanuary 1999 story `]ohn
Hejduk Honored by The
Cooper Union" (p. 6) were
mistakenly credited to another

photographer. ocuLus
apologizes.

The Chapter apologizes
for printing the incorrect firm
name for Langan Engineering

and Envirohmehtal Services, P. C.

in the capital campaign donor
list.



Sally Siddiqi has brought her diverse and impressive experience to the position

of executive director of the AIA New York Chapter, a post which she assumed

last month. However, it's her energy, enthusiasm, and passionate belief in the

power of design that will really make a difference for the Chapter.

A Minneapolis native, Siddiqi began her career on Bainbridge Island, near Seattle. There

she worked for more than a decade as a partner at Siddiqi & Siddiqi, an architecture and

landscape design firm which specialized ih energy-efficient houses and ecologically sensitive

]ahdscapes. Upon moving to New York City ih 1983, she joined Mark K. Morrisoh Associates,

a landscape architecture firm, working on master plans for Pelham Bay Park ih the Bronx, Von

Brieseh Park oh Stateh Island, and other projects. "I had always been very involved in the

ehvirohmeht, but New York gave me many more ways to put my designer's knowledge to

work in the realm ol sustainability," Siddiqi has said.

While runhihg her own consulting firm, she served as a director and as president of

Architects Designers and Plahhers for Social Responsibility/New YorkE As a Loeb Fellow at

Harvard ih 1993-94, she studied strategic planning and organizational mahagemeht at the

Kennedy School of Government and at the Harvard Business School. Siddiqi has since done

strategic planning, fund-raising, marketing, and public relations for environmental organizal

tions including the United Nations Environment Programme. At the UN she helped develop a

strategic plan for the organization-as well as produced a conference, a book, and a PBS tele-

vision program about women globallehvironmehtal leaders.

Siddiqi's mu]tifaceted background is well suited to current AIA New York Chapter needs.

"Architects are poised to embrace their important role in moving for`^rard in the next century,"

Siddiqi has explained. She believes, as do other Chapter leaders, that a critical moment is

upon USE "We have an opportunity to look at society from a new perspective," she said. "With

the skills that designers have, we can work toward something much bigger than ourselves.

What architects do today can have a larger impact oh the world. With our training and experi-

ence, we have a unique opportunity to contribute to the common good in our city, as well as

nationally and globally."

"We have the ability to work with a number of different professions . . . we have to be

careful hot to shut anyone out. I believe that the architects and designers in New York City can

be leaders in moving the profession forward, to help solve some of the most pressing local,

regional, and global urban and environmental issues." Siddiqi is reluctant to outline specific

goals while she is becoming acquainted with the Chapter and its members, but she places a

priority on strengthening connections with other organizations in the city. And, like Chapter

President Walter A. Hunt, Jr., AIA, Siddiqi sees increasing the percentage of active members

to be as important as attracting new ones. She also hopes to boost the profile of the AIA and

heighten the public perception of local architects in the media. Ih the meantime, Siddiqi

encourages members and others to tell her what they think. "I doh't have an agenda," she said
"I only have ideasE I have a process in mind, but not a specific productE Now is tlie time for

learning, input, and collaboration." -K.G.

Inauguration and

Design Awards

Presentation

December 1, 11998

Geraid Ctwrland, FAIA,

Sarelle T. Weisdrod, FAIA, and

Everardo JeffersorL, AIA

Paul Spencer Byard, FAIA, Fraud
Sciarne, ]r., and Rolf Ohihousen, FAIA

James Frankel, Esq., Roll Olulhause'n,
FAIA, and Sally Siddiqi

Jetfray Murpky, AIA, and
Susom Clin, FAIA

Barbara Nadel, AIA, and
Bruce Eisenberg, AIA
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FEBRUARY/JVLARCH   1[91991

FEBRUARY

6
Sa,lll'.day

Conlerence: Tile Ceilings, Domes,
and Vaults of the Guastavino

Process-History and Restoration
Sponsored by the New York

I.andmarks Conservancy.
8:30 am -5 pin. Avery Hall, Wood
Auditorium, Columbia University,

1172 Amsterdam Ave. 995-5260.
$50 or $25  (students) .

9
Tuesday

AIA NEW YORK CHAPTER EVENT
ADA Workshop:

Compliance/Comp[ainants-
Wliat Would You Do Now?

Sponsored by the Interiors
Committee. 6 pin. The Steelcase

WorkLife New York, 4 Columbus Cir.,
2nd fir. RSVP 445ng824. $25  (mem-
bers)  or $30.  (4 CES/LUs, 2 HSW)

Tour: lt's in the Mail-Behind the
Scenes at the Farley Post O«ice
Sponsored by the 92nd St. Y.

10:30 am. RSVP 996-1100. $25.

10
Wednesday

Lecture: Building the Empire State
By Carol Willis. Sponsored by the
Metro N.Y. Chapter, Construction

Specifications Institute.  6 pin.
Skyscraper Museum,16 Wall St.

RSVP 663-3167. Free.  (2 CES/LUs)

Lecture: Great American Working
Estates-Plantation to Western Ranch
By Douglas Brinkley. Sponsored by

the New York School of Interior
Design.  6 pin.170 E. 70tli St.

RSVP 718i334J)195. $35.

Hard Hat Tour:
63rd Street Subway Connection-

A Special [hsider's View
By Richard Mitchell. Sponsored by

the 92nd St. Y  10 am. RSVP
996-1100. $25.

Urban Genealogy-Architectural
Research and Miscellaneous Sources

By Anthony W. Robins. Sponsored by
the Municipal Art Society. 6 pin.
457 Madison Ave. 935-3960. $25.

AIA  New York  Chapter
The Founding Chapter of

the American Institute of Architects

200 Lexington Avenue
New York,  NY  10016

28

110
Wednesday

AIA NEW YORK CHAPTER EVENT
Lecture: History and Pioneers of the

Interior Design Industry
With Stanley Abercrombie and Paul

Vieya. Sponsored by the Interiors
Committee and the IIDA

Commercial Forum. 6:30 pin.
Haworth Showroom, 625

Sixth Ave. RSVP 6614261.
$20  (members)  or $30.

(4 GES/LUs)

112
Friday

Lecture: Why There's a ''There"
Here in Gotham

With Mike Wallace and Robert A.M.
Stern. Sponsored by Columbia
University.  12:30 pin. Columbia

University, Avery Hall, Room  114.
RSVP 854-8165. Free.

15
Monday

Discussion:  The EicLler Homes-
Building the California Dream

Witli Paul Adamson; Deborah
Berke, AIA; Kenneth Frampton; and

Gwendolyn Wright. Sponsored by
Columbia University.  6:30 pin.

Colulnbia University,
Wood Auditorim,

Avery Hall. RSVP 854nol65. Free.

116
Tllesday

Tour: A Private Tour ol Public Places
With Adrienne Bresnan, FAIA, and
Joseph Bresnan, FAIA. Sponsored

by the 92nd St. Y.1:30 pin.
RSVP 996-1100. $20.

17
Wednesday

Tour: Behind the Scenes at
Grand Central Station

By Mark Nusbaum, AIA.
Sponsored by t.he 92nd St. Y.

11 :30 am.  RSVP 996-1100.  $25.

Tour: Secrets of the Chelsea Hotel
Byjerry Weinstein. Sponsored by the

92nd St. Y.1  pin. RSVP 996-1100.
$25.

18
Th,,,-s(lay

AIA NEW YORK CHAPTER EVENT
Exhibition Opening: Justice Facilities
Sponsored by the Committee on

Architecture forjustice. 6 pin. John
Jay College of Griminaljustice,
899 Tenth Ave. RSVP 688ro028,
ext.  21. $5  (members)  or $10.

(4 CES/LUs)

Hard Hat Tour: Tlie Old 8. Altman
With Steven Forman and Jacob

Alspector. Sponsored by the 92nd St.
Y.10 am.  RSVP 996-1100. $25.

119
Friday

planners Network Forum: Career
Prospects for Progressive P]ahners

Sponsored by Pratt Institute. 5:30 pin.
Puck Building, Lafayette & Houston
sts., rm. 21. RSVP 718-3994304. Free.

22
Monday

Architecture and Engineering Job Fair
Sponsored by the City College of
New York Architecture Alumni

Association and the Engineering
Alumni Association. 4:30-8:30 pin.

City College, Shephard Hall Building
Great Hall,  140th St. and

Convent Ave. $10 or
Free  (City College students) .

24
Wednesday

Lecture: The Classical Orders ol
Architecture in the 21st Century

By Donald M. Rattner.
Sponsored by the New York Chapter

of the Socieety of Architectural
Historians. 6:30 pin. Institute of
Fine Arts, New York University,

1  E.  78tli St.  681-2761. Free.

Lecture: Great American Houses-
Married to tlie Land They Live On

By Kathryn A. Smith. Sponsored by
the New York School of Interior

Design.  6 pin.170 E.  70th St.
Rsvp 718-834roi95. $35.

EL®   Lee  S.   JaELinr   AIA
Harman  Jablim irchiterts
228 East  45  Street
•aeeRE   -¥.Sr.fa  .RE      `1RE17
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26
1`      ,.,"

AIA NEW YORK CHAPTER EVENT
Seminar: How to Make Clients

"Work" Ior You

Sponsored by the Marketing and
Public Relations Committee. 8 am.

200 Lexington Ave., 6th fir.
RSVP 683J)023, ext.17. Per session:

$30 (members)  or $40. Entire
program of eight sessions: $200

(members)  or $260.  (4 CES/LUs)

Lecture: City-States in an
Empire Wi]dersness

With Robert D. Kaplan and Michael
Sorkin. Sponsored by Columbia
University.12:30 pin. Columbia

University, Avery Hall,
Rm  114. RSVP 854-8165. Free.

planners Net`^/ork Forum:
The State ol Progressive Planning

Sponsored by Pratt Institute. 5:30 pin.
Puck Building, Lafayette & Houston

sts., RIn. 21. RSVP 718-3994304. Free.

RARCII

4
Thursday

Lecture: The Organic Approach
By Gunther Behnisch. Sponsored by
Pratt Institute. 6 pin. Steuben Hall,

4th fir., 200 Willoughby Ave.,
Brooklyn. RSVP 718-3994304. Free.

Discussion: The Future ol Classicism,
Architecture as Identity

With Allan Greenberg, Donald
Rattner, and Paul Byard, FAIA.
Moderated by Paul Goldberger.

Sponsored by the Sirjohn Soane's
Museum Foundation. 6 pin.
Union Club,101  E.  69th St.

RSVP 258-2635. $70.

5
Friday

Symposium: The Organic Approach-
Evolution and Transformation

With Velker Geinck. Sponsored by
Pratt Institute.  10:30 am. NYAA,

111  Franklyn St.,  1st fir.
REVP 718-3994304. Free.

6
Salurday

Symposium:
The Organic Approach-Organ-i-city
Kenneth Frampton. Sponsored by

Pratt Institute.  10 am. NYAA,
111  Franklyn  St.,  1st fir.

RSVP 718-3994304. Free.
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